The remarkable Philippine Energy Plan 2012-2030

I

ncoming officials should know about
an extraordinary roadmap hidden
within the Philippine Energy Plan
2012-2030. This remarkable government
plan includes the 2012-2030 demand
projections (96-97), the Philippine
Energy Efficiency Project or PEEP
(141-149), and the National Renewable
Energy Program or NREP (49-66,
164-173).

extraordinary roadmap that lurks within
the PEP, by combining PEEP and NREP.

Apparently, the Department of Energy
had never looked at the PEEP and the
NREP together, to check their combined
impact on the country's electricity supply
requirements. Thus, the potential synergy
between the two had remained hidden
and unappreciated. The figures were right
there, “hiding in plain sight,” within the
pages of the PEP.
Rather than a new roadmap, what we
really need is to implement the

Figure 1. The government's Philippine
Energy Plan 2012-2030

Rather than a new roadmap, what we really need
is to implement the extraordinary roadmap that lurks
within the PEP, by combining PEEP and NREP.
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rverzola@gn.apc.org. Artist Aildrene Tan designed the cover.
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If the government's energy efficiency and
renewable energy targets are both attained...

1 “Business-as-usual” demand projections
The PEP “business-as-usual” demand projections assume an average annual
growth rate of 4.25%: from 10,944 MW in 2012 to

23,158 MW by 2030

2 PEEP will reduce the growth in demand
The PEEP targets 200 MW per year of savings. If achieved, it will trim the
growth in demand from 4.25% to 3.28% per year: or from 10,944 MW in
2012 to

only 19,558 MW by 2030.

3 PEEP will also reduce the required supply
To these demand projections, reserve requirements must be added, to ensure
the reliability of supply. These include:
a frequency regulating reserve of 4% of demand;
a dispatchable reserve equal to the capacity of the largest generating
unit on the grid (647 MW); and
a contingency reserve equal to the dispatchable reserve—to backup
the backup, in effect.
Adding these to the projected demand gives us the required supply: from
14,477 MW in 2011 to

only 21,634 MW by 2030.

4 What is our baseline supply?
The baseline supply consists of two sources as of 2011: existing dependable
capacity (14,477 MW) and committed projects (1,767 MW) consisting of a
mix of 29% renewable and 71% fossil-fueled —a total baseline of 16,244
MW.

Baseline is 16,244 MW
*PEEP: Philippine Energy Efficiency Project
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...then, renewables are enough to supply
all new demand, and there is no need to build
new fossil-fueled power plants

5 NREP adds the RE-only supply to the baseline
Add the targets of NREP 2011-2030 to the baseline, taking into account
criticisms against wind and solar energy by derating the wind contribution
to only 30% of the NREP targets and excluding solar altogether. Result:
instead of the NREP target of 9,525 MW, the derated RE-only contribution
to the electricity supply will only total 7,729 MW by 2030.

Additional RE: 7,729 MW
The remarkable conclusion: RE-only

6 additions can supply all new demand

If the hidden roadmap's targets were attained, the baseline supply plus the
RE-only additions (16,244+7,729 MW = 23,973 MW) would exceed the
required supply (21,634 MW) in 2030 by a comfortable margin of 2,339
MW.

Total 2030 supply: 23,973 MW
Required supply: 21,634 MW
This result is valid not only in the final year of the planning horizon only,
but in five-year intervals too. The required supply will be exceeded by 3,674
MW in 2015; by 6,511 MW in 2020; by 5,933 MW in 2025; and by 2,339 in
2030. Thus from

2015 to 2030: We will have enough supply

7 The logical implication: a coal-free future
If renewable additions alone can supply electricity for all new demand, then
there is no need anymore to build new coal and other fossil-fueled power
plants. The incoming administration can exclude them in all future planning.

New coal plants are not needed.
*NREP: National Renewable Energy Program
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Will our electric bills go up?

T

he common objection to this plan is that
relying exclusively on renewables for future
supply may raise the price of electricity, a major
concern of consumers. Often cited is the
feed-in-tariff allowance of P0.0406/kWh collected
from all consumers to “subsidize” the renewables
under the FIT system.
This conventional wisdom might have been true
several years ago, but it is not true anymore.
It has been disproved in a one-year study (Nov.
2014 to Oct. 2015) by Jonathan dela Viña of the
Philippine Electricity Market Corp. Because
renewables tended to replace the more expensive
fossil-fueled peaking plants that only come online Figure 2. PEMC Story in Malaya
during periods of peak demand, PEMC found that
renewables in fact brought the average price of
electricity down. Over the one-year period covered
by the PEMC review, renewables actually saved
the consumers a total of P4.04 billion, or
P0.0567/kWh. This is what PEMC found:

Consumer savings P8.29 B
due to lower bill
FIT charges paid
by consumers

P4.26 B P0.0406 per
kWh

Net consumer
savings from RE

P4.04 B P0.0567 per
kWh

Table 1. The PEMC findings
Remember this new wisdom: renewables bring
down the average price of electricity and
therefore save the consumers money. Rooftop
solar, for one, was already cheaper than grid
electricity in Metro Manila in 2014. Because the
prices of renewables keep dropping, we can expect
even greater savings in our electric bills in the
future.
Figure 3. PEMC story in Business
Mirror
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Improving the renewable energy roadmap

T

he new administration can improve PEEP and NREP further, to strengthen their
synergy and to take advantage of new technologies that are now becoming
affordable. Several priority measures to further improve both the PEEP and NREP are
suggested below, although we should by no means be limited to these measures:

Promote LED lighting together with rooftop
solar expansion. The former reduces nighttime demand; the
latter reduces daytime demand. (Source: www.digitaltrends.com/
home/researchers-want-to-use-led-light-bulbs-to-connect-to-theinternet/)

Implement true net metering and more solar
financing schemes (we have a specific proposal—
property-assessed clean energy municipal loans ) to remove
the biggest barriers to rooftop solar expansion and enable
even low-income households to solarize their rooftops.
(Source: pixabay.com/en/solar-panel-roof-straw-hut-solar-241903/)

Pursue other cost-effective energy efficiency
measures, such as inverter technologies for refrigerators and
airconditioners, to reduce electricity consumption further
during peak hours. (Source: http://www.lg.com/ph/commercial-airconditioners/lg-AP-Q48GTA0

Launch a summer media campaign to switch off
non-essential loads during peak hours. An essential part of
this campaign is the online and on-TV real-time display of
the grid supply-and-demand curves for immediate feedback
to the public. (Source: www.reading.ac.uk/ internal/staffportal/
news/articles/spsn-612212.aspx)

Initiate a nationwide program to install windmills
built with off-the-shelf car parts for water-pumping and
other rural uses, to reduce electricity demand, adapt to
climate change and support rural industrialization. (Source:
www.farmshow.com/a_article.php?aid=15596)

Coordinate government and private sector
efforts to bring down further the capital costs of renewables
by learning from the relevant experiences of the information
sector in reducing costs dramatically through massive
economies of scale. (Source: cleantechnica.com/2016/02/12/
is-this-the-best-solar-chart-yet/)

Figure 4: Improving the renewable energy roadmap
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Phasing out coal

Figure 5. The roadmap that can lead to a coal-free future within a few years

I

f the new administration implements
the combined PEEP/NREP roadmap
in PEP 2012-2030, fossil-fueled power
plants can then be excluded from all
future energy planning (Phase 1).
What about existing coal power plants?
As they become older and their
maintenance and operating costs rise,
conventional coal plants will soon
become too expensive to operate. Then, it
will be time to phase out these ageing
plants one by one (Phase 2).
The figure above illustrates the scenario:
the bottom green and middle gray bands

comprise the baseline supply at the start
of the planning period: 29% RE and 71%
non-RE. The upper green portion
represents the RE-only
additions,
supplying electricity to all new demand.
A number of years into the program, the
phaseout of the existing fossil-fueled
power plants starts.
Each phaseout will be celebrated as a
milestone in the energy transition to
renewable electricity.
The first administration to do this will be
remembered with genuine gratitude and
fondness by future generations.

Each phaseout will be celebrated as a milestone
in the energy transition to renewable electricity.
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A bright future for renewables
Over the past three decades,
wind power costs have been
steadily decreasing each year
by an average of 4.8%.

Source:http://cleantechnica.com/
2013/05/06/solar-pv-module-priceshave-fallen-80-since-2008-windturbines-29/

Figure 6: Wind power costs

Over the past four decades,
solar power costs have been
steadily decreasing each
year by an average of
12.3%.
Source:http://cleantechnica.com/
2013/05/06/solar-pv-module-prices-have-fa
llen-80-since-2008-windturbines-29/

Cost of electricity (pesos/kWh)

Figure 7. Solar power costs
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The cost of solar
rooftop electricity
already equalled the
grid price in 2013.
Today, it is cheaper.
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Figure 8. Rooftop solar in Metro Manila has been cheaper than the grid since 2014
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